
Leadership Advancement

Expand Student Initiatives: Districts and sections have taken leadership in 
student initiatives. I was part of the Oregon Section's team that created the 
student Traffic Bowl in the 1990s and the Western District's student initiatives. 
We should use our annual meetings as a critical gateway for students 
accessing the transportation profession. A key element of our meetings is the 
student/professional networking and mentorship. The Student Leadership 
Summits have provided a new way to capture the energy of upcoming 
professionals. Continue to engage and mentor students with professionals is the 
best way to assure the future of ITE. 

Secure LeadershipITE and Expand Access to Membership: ITE can �ll a 
role in career advancement of those members who wish to become leaders. 
LeadershipITE is playing a role in that future and we must secure its funding 
through endowment. We can develop dues and meeting registration costs 
that facilitate the transition of young professionals into meaningful careers 
involving ITE.

Use Technology to Reach More Members: Having served ITE for more than 
40 years, I have seen how the business/administration of ITE can consume time 
that could be devoted to issues our members are passionate about. We are 
entering an exciting, disruptive time in our industry with transformative 
technology. Through the use of survey tools, social media and cloud-based 
access we can engage our members in meaningful topics and make a difference. 
For example, survey what tools young professional use/need to advance their 
careers – then share them.

How might we advance leadership at ITE:
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For leaders, a dynamic organization requires 
developing, sharing and advancing our 
transportation expertise. Our members are focused 
on their career advancement. They are passionate 
about the future of transportation and the role it 
plays in making a difference in their communities. 
Over the years, members identi�ed many issues 
about our future, such as how to:
§ Attract and retain bright, passionate, diverse 

transportation professionals. 
§ Create new and dynamic leadership 

opportunities.
§ Engage leadership to prioritize membership 

concerns.
§ Advance industry advocacy to help members in 

their daily jobs and preserve our non-pro�t 
status.

§ Discuss how changes in liability and traffic 
impact studies are affected by technology, data 
and mobility advances.

§ Brainstorm ways to advance the respect and 
dignity of the profession in the face of change 
management and divergent voices.

If you are not 
a member of ITE, 
you may wish to 
learn more and join.

Enhance Networking Activities: 
Providing resources from International ITE 
to leaders of chapters, sections and districts 
that improve our networking intelligence 
will make International more relevant to 
members and broadens the member 
experience. Strategies could include 
ice breaking and relationship building 
techniques for our conferences (creative self 
introductions, table teams creating topics 
for ITE, scavenger hunt/passport greetings, 
crowd source questions, ambassadors, etc.).

Create, Prioritize and Implement Topics 
of Passion: Engage discussion about 
transportation issues that bene�t our 
members and communities. Using a starter 
list, expand the ideas and prioritize top 
initiatives for implementation. Starter topics 
might include:

Ÿ Local agency policy, code, ordinance 
modi�cations that change with 
autonomous vehicles.

Ÿ Vision Zero counter measure 
prioritization for urban, suburban and 
rural applications combined with the 
Highway Safety Manual. 

Ÿ Speed determination in urban 
communities beyond the 85th percentile.

Ÿ Interoperability of toll tags and transit 
fare passes throughout a country and 
the world.

Ÿ Seeking legislation for driver retesting 
for high-risk drivers (documented 
behaviors such as multiple moving 
violations and crashes).

Ÿ Advancing graduated drivers and the 
licensing of teens.

Ÿ Requiring 8-12+ inch address numbers 
on every building for traveler recognition, 
particularly in the TNC world.

Ÿ Creating improved pedestrian and 
bicycle visibility through re�ectivity and 
technology of clothing and equipment.

Ÿ Creating national land use, parcel level 
and databases linked to Trip and Parking 
Generation.

Ÿ Fusing walk score, bike score and transit 
score with Trip and Parking Generation.

Ÿ Advancing topics of best practice site 
planning with risk management 
associated with tort liability.

Ÿ Developing a self-help transportation 
funding strategy best practice guide.

Workforce Assessment: Reach out to all 
member employers – consultant, agency, 
academic, vendor, technology – to assess 
their needs for building leaders.

Be Challenging and Respectful: 
Being leaders means being good partners 
and being open to change and new thinking, 
challenging ourselves and facilitating 
active and dynamic discussions in our 
communities. The dignity of and respect for 
our profession should never be lessened 
by being provocative.

Membership Transparency and Access: 
Leadership requires transparency and being 
consistent with members regarding the cost 
and �nancial aspects of the organization. 
When members feel cost before they see 
value, we need to work with them to better 
understand how to serve them. This includes 
avoiding the perception of con�icts in all 
actions, including the process of electing 
leaders. All members should have the 
ability to lead. That means separating the 
nomination process from active board, 
executive or officer participation.

Place Expert Data in Expert Hands: 
Being leaders in our communities as expert 
transportation professionals is augmented by 
facts and quantitative performance. Signal 
timing and traffic calming are hallmarks 
of the bene�t/cost of these actions. Many 
other actions in transportation do not have 
such clear understanding. ITE can lead this 
effort in requiring more before/after data 
in transportation investment. Creating 
clearinghouse access to these stories raises 
the public awareness of our profession. Our 
ITE community is a great asset for sharing. 

Our members become more knowledgeable 
when they have access to performance 
measures when making investment choices. 
That means for all Vision Zero, all transit 
corridors, all interchanges, all bicycle projects, 
all HOV lanes, all pedestrian crossings and all 
road widening projects.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_xJOjQyedQ
http://www.ite.org/membership/index.asp
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